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Primary education in India has always been the topic of discussion among the intellectuals of the
country as well as among the parents, for whom the decision to choose a school is important. Every
parent wants that their children should get the best possible education. There should be the
existence of a system where the children can learn without the pressures of the classrooms and
books.

Learning is a process which if done with interest and fun, will allow the students to develop and
culture their innate skills. IB schools in India were set up with this aim so that the children can have
access to quality education which is certified by the International Baccalaureate. This is a non profit
organisation which looks into the uniformity of school level education and conducts exams for the
10th and 12th board exams under the IB certification.

The IB schools in India can be affiliated to any other board in the country. In this manner, there are
presently many IB schools in India which are being sought by the parents to educate their children.
Many IB schools in Delhi have established themselves as the top most institutes for school
education in the country and these are striving to provide quality education. The aim of these IB
schools in India is to provide students with an independence of studies so that there is no pressure
on the kids to secure a certain percentage of mark.

The assessments and assignments that are given to the children are supposed to bring out their
creativity rather than become bookish and mug up everything. The IB schools in Noida are also
gradually becoming well known because of the importance given to every subject. By studying in
such IB schools in Noida, the students surely do become proficient in English language because
this is something that is stressed upon by all the IB schools.

Apart from that, each subject is taught with equal importance so that the students are not biased
towards anything in particular. They are taught in such a manner which suggests that each topic of
every subject holds equal importance. And this is the reason that the IB schools in Delhi and Noida
have given high pass percentage year after year.

Students who have studied in the IB schools in India are well established in their life and have a
respectable stature in the society. Many such schools have opened up in different parts of the
country. The aim of all such schools is to provide an all round development and uniformity of
curriculum. The vast spectrum of reach of IB schools in the world is a testimony to the fact that
these are getting accepted as a standard means of schooling. Thousands of students are studying
in such schools which have been affiliated to the International Baccalaureate.

Because of the study pattern and the quality education imparted in these schools, their popularity
has increased tremendously over the years. Plenty of parents are sending their wards to the IB
schools in Noida and Delhi and other such schools in the nearby regions. Further proof of the
popularity of such a concept is seen in the setting up of schools under the International
Baccalaureate in different parts of the country.
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SchoolsEdu is an education website for schools in India. Here you will find list of Top ranking CBSE,
ICSE, IGCSC, IB, Boarding, International and Play Schools in India category and city wise. Explore
a IB Schools in India, a IB Schools in Delhi,a IB Schools in Noida and much more.
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